
Fit and Size Guide. 
Much research has gone into developing the fits and silhouettes for the CAS GOLF 
collection. CAS GOLF has used real women’s measurements across different body 

shapes and sizes and translated these nuances into unique patterns. 

Although fashionability is a key brand principle, it is never at the expense of fit, 
femininity and comfort, which have all been carefully considered in the range 

creation. 

CAS GOLF TOPS 

•All tops and jackets are a slim silhouette but not fitted, with a feminine, flattering 
shape 

•The top lengths are slightly longer at the back than the front and can be easily worn 
tucked in or left out where the taped side slits then add a designer finish 

•The back of the tops has a curved cutline across the shoulder to allow for easy 
movement 

•The sleeves are a modest length to cover the upper arm 
•Fabrics are performance orientated with a high-stretch content and are super soft for 

extra comfort 
•For the golfers, it is advised to size up if a much looser fit is preferred 
•The jackets have been created with more of a generous fit as they are meant to be 

worn as an over-garment 



CAS GOLF BOTTOMS 

PANTS AND SHORTS 

• These are available in 2 fabric options:  
• A lightweight woven stretch (relaxed fit) 
• A firm, woven stretch (slim fit) 

• Even though the fabric has a high stretch content, the garments retain their shape 
on the body after a few hours of wear. This allows for maximum comfort, easy 
movement and ensures that you finish your round of golf looking as good as you 
did when you stood on the first tee 

• These are all in a pull-on style with a wide, half-elasticated waistband, a medium 
rise and have belt loops 

• Pants are offered in 2 fashionable yet functional lengths - ankle length and 
cropped (mid-calf) 

• For the not so tall ladies, the ankle length will end up just above the shoe line and 
the cropped length will be closer to a three-quarter length – still giving you a 
fabulous look 

• The short length is just above the knee for average – tall ladies and on the knee 
for shorter ladies 

• The short silhouette is quite fitted to give a stylish, slimming look and adequately 
covers the thighs 

• The pants and shorts have pockets to accommodate tees, ball markers and pitch 
mark repairers when out on the course 

• There is also a new jogger style in a comfortable knit, stretch fabric 



 


